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Sniper Elite IIIDeveloper Publisher (s) Rebel Development Confor the Consums Mark Rutherford Series Sniper Elite Platform (s) Microsoft Windows PlayStation 3 PlayStation 3Xbox 360Xbox One Nintendo Switch Release Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 3, PlayStation 4, Xbox 360, Xbox OneAU: June 26, 2014 EU: July 1, 2014 Nintendo Switch WW: October 1, 2019 Genre (s) Tactical Shooter,
stealthMode(s) SinglePlayer, Multiplayer Sniper Elite III, developed by Rebel Development, Published 3rd person tactical shooter stealth game. The game is a prequel to its prequel Sniper Elite V2 and the third installment in the Sniper Elite series. Sniper Elite III is set about three years before V2's event, following the exploits of Carl Fairbairn of the Office of Strategic Services, who takes part in the North
African conflict during World War II, in which he learns secret and mysterious weapons programmed by Nazi forces. [1] The game game retains and builds the mechanics of Sniper Elite V2. Players pass through a large battlefield map based on conflicts in North Africa. Sniper rifles are the player's primary weapon, but additional weapons, including submachine guns and pistols, are available, although they
are not silent or silent depending on the situation. In addition to grenades, players can deploy tripwire booby traps, mines and dynamite. Binoculars can be used to tag enemies and display their position and movement. The player character must hold his breath to line up the shots properly. A red icon appears on the scope to indicate the projected point of influence. Players can customize their weapons in
the pre-deployment menu as weapon parts spread throughout the game and are found when looting dead enemies. The menu also enables the loading of equipment. Stealth mechanics have been redoed. The eye icon squints or opens to indicate the level of detection of the player by the enemy. Enemy soldiers will also have circle meters on their heads to indicate a warning situation. Players are also
forced to relocate regularly to prevent detection with white ghost images to mark the last known position, and enemies search for a larger area. As in previous games, loud sounds may be used to mask sniper shots. The points system is enacted for actions such as stealth close combat and sniper combat, where points accumulate towards promotion to a higher rank. Players can go around the map to
collect special reward items such as collector's cards and unlock sniper nests. The journal page also provides an even more back story for the game's events. V2's X-ray kill cam system is held as well. If the previous game only shows the internal structure of the body at the point of impact, the new game expands to visualize the cardiovascular, skeletal and the rest of the muscle system. Players can still
target vehicles, but now they have the opportunity to shoot the engine and disable the vehicle. Sniper Elite III Multiplayer MultiplayerOf the five modes of competitive gameplay. Capture team deathmatch, deathmatch, distance king, no cross and flag. There is a large selection of maps to play with in a large open environment. In June 1942, during the Battle of Ghazala, SOE sniper Carl Fairbairn (Tom Clark
Hill) assassinated General Franz Varen and was sent to reveal his top-secret project [he helps British soldiers repel General Erwin Rommel's forces, but eventually the port of Tobruk is lost. Fairbairn will head to an oasis in Gaberne, Libya, killing several officers and revealing Varen's whereabouts. He only finds documents that reveal the name of Varen's project, Project Soussh (which literally means
plague). The long-distance desert group is seeking Fairbairn's help in destroying some flak 88 at the Harfaya Pass. Fairbairn infiltrates Rifugio and releases the informant. Brauer shares information about the board meeting at Siwa Oasis in Western Egypt. Fairbairn, branded By the Germans as Wstengeist (Ghost of the Desert), sneaks into town and learns that officers are planning to betray Varen to Hitler
by giving him the general's personal diary in Berlin. Fairbairn murders an officer tasked with being a courier, steals a book detailing Varen's plans to conquer Europe when The African Korps triumphs in North Africa, serves as a base of activity somewhere in the Caserin Pass, discovers from a secret film reel that Fairbairn and Brauer infiltrate the base, and That Project Sousch is a latte codenamed
SuperTank. Tragically, Brauer is killed by a Tiger Tank, but Fairbairn destroys it with a vengeance. He burys Brauer and take a round from Brauer's gun. The location of Latte's production facility is still unknown, and Fairbairn will join LRDG in storming the German-controlled Pont du Firth airfield to find a map leading to the facility located inside the Mides Valley. He enters the complex and prepares a school
bag charge not only to collapse the base, but also to destroy the latte prototype. To cause an explosion, Fairbairn places explosives on the latte turret and, on top of it, drops a load of huge artillery shells in the supertank. Varen is fatally wounded trying to escape the hangar, and Fairbairn brings Lugger, put Brauer's round in his room, and kills Varen before escaping the base. Fairbairn's narration during the
end credits reveals that the intelligence he earns in the latte allows USAAF and the RAF to launch a battle for the rules. Due to the impact of Operation Chastees on steel production, the Germans will scrap work on lattes. Downloadable Content On July 21, 2014, Rebel Development announced a new downloadable content (DLC) pack for Sniper Elite III. DLC pack addes three new missions where players
need to save Winston Churchill from GermanyAttempt. In the first mission, Shadow, Fairbairn must reveal the identity of Churchill's assassin. He sneaked into the Siwa Oasis in Western Egypt to do this and at this point has been won and lost by the Allies since his last visit. Along the way, he learns the identities of the assassins and their leaders. In the second mission, Belly of the Beast, Fairbairn must
infiltrate an assassin's base in Morocco's Rif Mountains. Along the way, he reveals evidence of dangerous prototype weapons, a plan to describe how the assassination will take place and where it will take place. During his final mission, Confrontation, Fairbairn must save Churchill from manslaughter as the Prime Minister heads to the Casablanca conference. Fairbairn must eliminate any threat to Churchill,
including mortars, mines, rocket launchers, tanks, elite German soldiers and the mysterious masked Markman known only as Laubogel. Other DDCs include new weapon packs. Most of the DMCs were included in the Sniper Elite III Ultimate Edition, released in March 2015. (Hunt the Grey Wolf, characters, and some weapon pack DLC are not included.) Reception Reception Aggregate Score Aggregate
Score Metacritic PC: 71/100[3]PS4: 67/100[4]XONE: 63/100[5]PS4 (Al Tymet Edition: 74/100[6]NS: 73/100[7]Review Score Publication Score CVG7/10[8]Euror7/10[Game Forma] Game Forma .5/10[10]GameSpot6/10[11]Game Radar+[12]Game Trailer 7.8/10[13]Hardcore Gamer 3/5[1] 4]IGN8.2/10[15]Joestik[16]PC Gamer (USA)70/100[17]Sniper Elite III received mixed reviews from critics up on release.
[3] [5] [4] Hardcore gamer Matt Whittaker gave the game 3/5: Stealth-based sniper gameplay can provide some exciting moments, but Sniper Elite III is definitively a mixed bag. Its profound story, outdated mission design, boring protagonist and weak non-campaign mode cast a shadow over everything it does. [14] PC gamer Tyler Wilde decided the game at 70/100, saying, Some of sniper elite 3's failures
are funny[.] Some of them are frustrating, but the idea is good and I hope they don't end here. [...] Realistically, I think Sniper Elite 4 will have to wait for a significant improvement. IGN's Mikel Leparaz scored the match in 8.2/10, writing, More than a showcase of slow motion gore, Sniper Elite III shines with an open-ended approach to stealth. Leparaz hated skeletal stories and erratic artificial intelligence, but
spoke positively about the big levels, seductive gore and the freedoms given to devise different and diverse tactics. GamesRadar's David Roberts gave the game 3 of 5. While he praised the massive environment for allowing strategic play too, Kirkham felt the cool features lose appeal fast. Roberts particularly enjoyed the feeling of nailing the perfect shot from a mile away, saying he would never get old.
The main problem with Roberts' game concerned the overall lack of polish.Flat stories and general purposes. Sniper Elite 3 certainly has its share of thrilling moments, Roberts said, whether you're hunting soldiers who don't realize you're happy or being tracked by counter-snipers in gilly suits, but there are just too many technical and narrative issues to ignore. Euro gamer Dan Whitehead said in a review:
The whole package is still a very rough diamond, but it's a clear improvement on its predecessor. The dreaded Kilcam remains a unifying force that holds the game alongside the deliciously wrong thrill, but it's doubtful it will be enough to paper out the cracks in game four without a major overhaul of the AI and physics code. But even with its flaws, Sniper Elite 3 is a solidly fun mid-tier action game. It might
not hit the bullseye, but it came close with every shot, Whitehead said, giving the game 7/10. Game Informer Tim Turi said: I love Gourley Kill and openly admit to living the sniper fantasy of the protagonist, but Sniper Elite III only delivers partly to the latter. If you can't get enough of the dramatic, transparent shots of enemies shredded by sniper fire, Sniper Elite III you're covered in spades. If you're
interested in motivation beyond the glory of killing, look elsewhere. Torino scored 6.5/10 to set up the match, with mixed emotions about visuals, sound, kilcam and control. Game spot Josia Renaudin gave it 6/10. Renault Din hated the balance between sniping (which he admired) and stealth, and insisted that stealth be boring and overstay its welcome. Renault Din called the slow motion kill camera
devilishly satisfying and praised the colorful surroundings, which were improved over previous game installments. Finally, Renaudin praised the level design for encouraging creativity, even though he thought the story was unins inspired and hated online matchmaking being broken. Sequel On March 7, 2016, it was confirmed that the sequel Sniper Elite 4 will be released for Microsoft's Windows,
PlayStation 4 and Xbox One in 2016. [18] In a blog post dated June 10, 2016, Rebel co-founders Chris and Jason Kingsley revised the release date to February 14, 2017 [[20] See ^ Sniper Elite III - PC - IGN. acquired on July 4, 2014. ^ Sniper Elite III - Features. Sniper Elite III acquired on October 15, 2015. [PermanentLy Dead Link] ^ a b Sniper Elite III.Metacritic for PC Review. Acquired on November 30,
2014. ^ a b Sniper Elite III.Metacritic for PlayStation 4 review. Acquired on November 30, 2014. ^ a b Sniper Elite III for Xbox One review. Metacritic. Acquired on November 30, 2014. ^ Sniper Elite III: The Ultimate Edition for PlayStation 4 Review. Metacritic. Acquired on May 29, 2020. ^ Sniper Elite III: The Ultimate Edition for Switch Review. Metacritic. Acquired on May 29, 2020. ^ Review: Sniper Elite 3 is a
sharper shooter. Cvg. Acquired on June 30, 2014 and June 30, 2014. ^ a b Sniper Elite 3 review. Euro gamer.July 17, 2014. ^ a b Sniper Elite 3 Rebellion Misses The Mark.GameInformer. Acquired on June 30, 2014 and June 30, 2014. ^ a b Sniper Elite 3 review. Gamespot. Acquired on July 17, 2014. ^ a b Sniper Elite III review. Game Instrumenter. Acquired on June 30, 2014 and June 30, 2014. ^ Sniper
Elite III review.GameTrailers.com. Acquired on June 30, 2014 and June 30, 2014. ^ a b review: Sniper Elite III. Hardcore gamers. June 4, 2014. Acquired on June 4, 2014. ^ a b Leparaz, Mikel (June 26, 2014). Sniper Elite III review - acquired on IGN.4 July 2014. ^ Sniper Elite 3 review: War and Pieces. Originally archived by Joitik on June 30, 2014 and July 14, 2014. Acquired on March 19, 2014. ^ a b
review: Sniper Elite 3 review. PC gamer. June 4, 2014. Acquired on June 4, 2014. ^ Scammell, David (7 March 2016). Sniper Elite 4 is set in World War II Italy, coming to PS4, Xbox One &amp; PC in 2016, candy banana videoGamer .com. Acquired on March 7, 2016. ^ Macchi, Eddie (March 7, 2016). WW2 Sniper Elite 4 comes this year to PS4 with Xbox One and 1080p graphics.Gamespot. CBS
Interactive. Acquired on March 7, 2016. ^ Why Sniper Elite 4 in February 2017? Acquired on July 4, 2016. from
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